
6. Acquisition and Care of Clam Seed

The "hobby" grower who does not wish to remote set clam larvae or
maintain a nursery system can obtain seed from hatcheries, of which several
exist on the Pacific Coast  see Appendix C for suppliers!, To ensure that they can
meet the demand, most hatcheries request that seed be ordered at least three
months before delivery. Hatchery clam seed are packed for shipping in plastic
bags and placed in Styrofoam containers with ice packs. Orders are shipped via
air freight oz express mail and usually anive within 24 � 36 hours.

When they arrive at the site, the clam seed should have no foul or rotten
"fishy" odors. The seed mass should be moist but not wet. There should be no
standing water in the package; stagnant water, which contains no oxygen, can
cause bacteria to proliferate. Temperature inside the package should be cool,
between 40' and 46' F. If the clam seed are healthy, they will extend their
siphons and begin probing and crawling with their feet within fifteen minutes of
being placed in seawater.

Clam seed should be planted or placed in holding facilities as soon as they
arrive. They can be kept for several days in fine mesh bags, lantern nets, or
similar containers suspended in seawater from a dock, or they can be held in
trays placed in sink floats  see Appendix C for supplier!. Any of the secondary
nursery systems described in the nursery section can also be used to hold seed.

Planting takes forethought. Spring  April or May! is the best time for
planting Manila clam seed, because rising water temperatures and food levels
provide the most favorable conditions for growth and survival. Comparative
studies indicate that clams planted in the fall do not have a head start on clams
planted the following spring  Miller 1982!, because clams do not grow in the
winter. Furthermore, if planted in the fall, seed may be lost to winter storms,
low substrate temperatures, and an extra six months of predation.

Appendix D puts the culture steps into a time frame. It describes a
schedule for growing clams with predator netting, but much of the advance
planning is common to in-ground bag culture as well.

 For where to plant, see "Factors Influencing Production."!
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7. Beach Culture

SEED SIZE AND PLANTING DENSITY

The size and planting density of clam seed influence the growth and
survival of the seed. Low planting densities may improve clam survival by
reducing competition for food and space; therefore, the grower should plant seed
at a fairly low density of 30 � 60 per square foot  Table 3!.

Because of the high cost of clam seed, a grower may wish to know more
exactly how much seed to plant per unit area to get the best yield, The answer
will depend on the amount of natural recruitment, phytoplankton production,
Table 3, Survival rates ot 3-t mm Manila clam seed at different
planting densities at Burley Lagoon.  From Jones 1974!

Planting Densities
 clams per square foot! % Survival

30 27

60 12

120

200

The clam grower who has a naturally productive beach simply harvests
wild adult clams and leaves undersized clams on the open beach to continue
growing through the next year. Harvesting loosens the substrate, thins out the
crop, and improves growth of the remaining clams. On less productive beaches,
growers can supplement the natural recruitment by planting hatchery-produced
seed. This is, in fact, the commonest form of Manila clam culture in Washington.

With open beach culture  that is, culture on a natural beach, without
protective netting or bags!, there will undoubtedly be losses due to predation. As
basic maintenance, the grower should remove any predators found on the plot.
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and predation on a given beach, as well as the competition for space and food
resources.

Small 15 x 15 ft plots can be used to determine the survival and growth of
clam seed. Appropriate planting densities to test are 20, 40, 60, and 80 seed per
square foot. To obtain accurate results, at least three plots should be planted at
each density, and a set of unplanted plots should be maintained as a control to
compare natural recruitment with the tested densities of planted clams. Plant-
ing should take place in the spring, with sampling every six months to record
survival and growth.

Large seed generally have higher survival rates than smaller seed  Chew
1975; Miller et al. 1978; Anderson et al. 1982!. The exact relationship between
planting density, seed size, and survival has yet to be defined.

SEEDING THE PLOTS

While clams are being transported to the planting site they must be kept
cool and moist. Clam seed are normally planted by scattering them by hand over
the plot. The clams should be distributed as evenly as possible. The best way to
ensure even distribution is to divide the batch of seed into equal units, one for
each plot. This should be done several hours before planting, always keeping the
seed moist and cool.

To further improve planting uniformity, each plot may be divided into
subunits  marked off by stakes or string! and the seed for that plot divided into
an equal number of subunits. The number of clams in a planting subunit is
chosen to achieve a desired density  number of clams per square foot, etc.!.

How to Estimate Number of Seed Per Plot
Counting out a large number of seed clams is impractical, so you must

estimate the number of clams per subunit. A system based on the number of
seed at a given weight is the most practical, although estimates can be made on a
number per volume basis. Before using either method, clam seed should be
thoroughly mixed to ensure even size distributions between batches.

To begin, count the seed that equal 1 gram weight  or that displace 1
milliliter of water!. Do this several times to get an average number of clams per
gram  or milliliter!. Next, weigh the entire batch  or measure the volume of
displaced water!. Then, figure the total number of clams based on the number
per gram  or per milliliter!.

Plant by the Tide
Planting should be done on an incoming tide. Start at the lowest beach

level and proceed upward, ahead of the rising water. This protects clams from
the drying effects of the sun.
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It is important to keep the clams wet. If the shells dry, surface tension at
the air-water interface can cause the clams to float and be carried off the plot, If
there is any danger of this happening, splash or spray seawater over the newly
planted clams until the tide covers them,

Up to 3,000 square feet can be planted during one low tide by two per-
sons, using methods described above.

Take Precautions on Windy Days
On windy days, it is best to plant cautiously or to postpone planting until

the wind dies down. Waves higher than about 6- inches can wash clams from
planting areas before they have a chance to dig in, If currents and waves are not
too great, clams may be planted when the site is covered by 6-24 inches of water.
When covered by calm water, healthy seed clams are capable of digging into the
substrate within minutes.

ESTIMATlNG YOUR CROP

Growth rate after planting is estimated by periodically collecting clams
from representative culture plots and determining their average shell length or
weight, or both. For convenience, a table for converting shell length to weight is
provided in Appendix F.

A rough estimate of standing crop  i,e., the total weight or number of
clams in a given culture plot! is obtained by taking several uniformly sized core
samples of sediment from each plot and determining the average number of
clams per core. Then, the number of clams per core may be extrapolated to
estimate the total number of clams in the plot. Similarly, weight of clams per
core may be used to estimate biomass in each plot.  Standard scientific proce-
dures for taking samples are outlined in Appendix G.!

HARVESllNG A NATURAL BEACH

When Manila clams reach minimum market size  >1,5 inches, or 38 mm!
they may be harvested, Because the Manila clam is a shallow burrower, it is
easily harvested by hand if the substrate is not too coarse or compacted. Manila
clam harvesting gear generally consists of handheld implements such as tongs,
clam forks, rakes, and shovels. Tongs and clam forks are used best with loose,
wet gravel of small size. The distance between the tines is large enough to allow
gravel to pass through, but small enough to retain harvestable clams. Clam
rakes and shovels are most effective for removing clams from more compacted
gravel-mud substrate. Dredges and mechanical harvesters are no longer used in
Puget Sound.

Once harvested, clams are submerged in floating rafts called "sink floats"
where they cleanse themselves of sand. The following day or later, the clams are
packed and sold.



8. Predator Netting

If predators prove to be a problem at a Manila clam site, growers can
cover the plots with predator-exclusion netting  Figure 17!. Netting does not
work for all predators � moon snails, for example, can burrow beneath the net-
but studies comparing survival of protected and unprotected clam seed have
shown the beneficial effects of using netting to exclude crab, fish, and birds
 Miller 1982; Anderson 1982!. Table 4 compares the percent recovery of unpro-
tected 3 � 4 mm Manila clam seed with clam seed protected by V4 � V2 inch mesh
netting. Clearly, protected seed fare better.

Moon snail predation can be countered by growing the clams inside mesh
bags partially buried in the substrate; see "Planting with In-Ground Bags."

What Kind of Netting?
The netting that studies have found to be most suitable for use on

beaches is a light-weight, V2 inch mesh material called Car Cover. Heavier net
of the same mesh works as well as Car Cover, but it is harder to handle and
much more expensive. Netting with a mesh size of less than V4 inch tends to
trap fine sediment and become clogged; mesh sizes greater than 1 inch do not
keep out many predators. Netting may be purchsed from suppliers listed in
Appendix C.

The grower should note that small clams, even when covered by netting,
may still be washed away by waves or currents. Thus, care must be taken in
selecting a planting site and appropriate netting. If 3 � 4 mm seed are planted,
V4 inch mesh netting should be used. For larger � � 8 mm! seed, a V2 inch mesh
is recommended.

Because the netting coines in rolls 12 feet wide, large plots require that
pieces of netting be joined together and then transported to the beach before low
tide. Nylon thread or 6-inch plastic Tylon ties work well for joining pieces of net
or for attaching lead line, which anchors the net. Nylon thread does not rot in
seawater, but it will decompose when exposed to anaerobic conditions. Plastic
ties last a long time and are easy to use.
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Figure 17. Predator exclusion netting.

Table 4. Average percent survival of 3-4 mm Manila clams from protected and unprotected plots at Puget Sound sites alter each of
several growing seasons. Protected plots were covered wifh V4-1/2inch mesh netting.  Modihed from Anderson et al. 1982!

Percent Survival Rate  growing season!
1 2 3

Study Site Treatment

Filucy Bay

Hartstene Island ¹1

Hartstene Island ¹2

Marrowstone Island

Westcott Bay

unprotected
protected

unprotected
protected

unprotected
protected

Kopachuck State Park unprotected
protected

unprotected
protected

unprotected
protected

2
60

10
66

0
60

14
62

8
8

13
33

1
57

2
42

0
45

4 5

10
30
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Anchoring the Netting
The netting must be anchored over the site. There are two ways to do

this. The 6rst one takes more work but works better:

1. Once the netting is ready, dig a trench around the edge of the plot. At
this point if you are using clam seed that are larger than the mesh size, distrib-
ute them over the plot. Next, lay out the netting and position it on the plot. Fold
the excess netting into the trench and cover it completely with the trench tail-
ings, filling the trench to beach level. If you are using small clam seed, now is
the time to distribute them over the netted plot.

2. An alternate method for anchoring netting is to sew 8-ounce lead line
around the edges of the net to hold it down. Then pin down the lead line over the
plot every 10 � 20 feet with 18-inch-long rebar sections bent to form a U or a J.
This method is easier than digging a trench; but because the edges of the net are
not buried, it will not exclude the crabs or burrowing predators such as the moon
snail.

PLAlfllNG SEED CLAMS ON A NETTED PLOT

The counting and planting of Manila clam seed on plots with predator
netting is similar to that described in the beach culture section.

When planting small clam seed  less than the netting mesh size!, the
netting is secured on the plot prior to seeding because the anchoring of the
netting may disturb the plot. The seed can be planted the following day to allow
the plot to settle. The seed are planted by hand, starting at the lowest portion of
the beach and working up the beach as the tide comes in. The clams pass
through the netting and dig into the substrate within several minutes.

If the seed is larger than the mesh size, the seed is planted before laying
the net. Clam seed should be planted as the tide is receding. This allows them to
settle into the substrate before the tide goes out. This also allows time for secur-
ing the net before the tide comes back in. Large seed can also be planted a day
before laying the net. However, they are exposed to predators until the net is
placed.

MAINTAINING A NETTED PLOT

Culture plots will easily last three years if they are well maintained, but
net damage is common; seams separate, and debris or drift logs tear holes in the
fabric. Predators gain entry to the plot quickly once the netting is damaged.
Miller �982! noted that on plots in which crabs entered through loose seams or
damaged sections, clam numbers declined from 50 to 15 per square foot over a
three-month period. Routine inspection and continual maintenance, therefore,
are important to avoid losses. Open seams or tears may simply be stitched
together, but pieces of netting may be needed to patch big holes.
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Fouling

Biological fouling may cause problems at certain locations during spring
and summer. The native bay or blue mussel  Mytilus trossulus, formerly M,
edulis! and barnacles  Balanus spp.!, for example, will settle on netting. If large
numbers of them attach, they add greatly to the weight of a section of netting.
They may also clog the mesh and compete for food, which can result in poor clam
growth and survival. If the problem is severe, fouling organisms must be re-
moved manually, with a brush or other tool, Mussels are dificult to remove
because they attach firmly with tough byssus threads,

Macroalgae  such as Ulva sp,! sometimes form mats under netting plots
and occasionally cover netting plots in thick piles at low tide. Unless the accu-
mulation is severe enough to create anaerobic conditions, such algae may actu-
ally be beneficial by insulating clams from high air temperatures. Microalgae or
diatoms may form a brown, hairy web on the netting surface, but this is harm-
less.

HARVESTING A NETTED PLOT

Harvesting is done by hand using forks, rakes or shovels, as described for
beach culture. Prior to harvesting, the net must be removed or rolled back. If
the entire plot is not harvested before the tide comes in, the netting must be
reanch ore d.

EVALUATlNG A SITE FOR NETTED CULTURE

When a promising location has been found  see "Factors Influencing
Production" !, you should deter mine the appropriate number, size, and orienta-
tion of culture plots.  See Appendix E for the tools and materials you will need
for construction.! The primary factors that determine plot design are tidal range,
beach slope, and area a harvest crew can work on an average low tide. Plot sizes
of 100-150 square yards can be managed easily on clean, firm substrates such as
sand and gravel beaches. However, on muddy beaches or in areas of heavy
fouling, smaller plots  less than 100 square yards! would be more practical for
culture work.

Beach slope limits the zone of usable tideland as measured perpendicu-
larly to the water line. On a steep beach, it is best to orient plots with the longer
dimension parallel to the shoreline. This places the planted clams at a tide level
where growth is optimal. On a gently sloping beach, plot orientation is less
dependent upon slope,



9. Planting with In%round Bags

On beaches where moon snails are serious predators, clam seed can be
protected by enclosing them in mesh bags and partially burying the bags in the
substrate. With in-ground bag culture, the grower can raise Manila clams at the
lower tidal levels, where other predator avoidance methods are ineffective, In-
ground bag culture is not cheap, but it may be cost effective when used in con-
junction with netted plots at the higher tidal levels, thus extending the culture to
a broad tidal range.

Clam seed 7 � 10 mm in length are used in bag culture, Because of the
high cost of large hatchery-produced seed, growers can obtain smaller seed � � 4
mm! and grow them in a secondary nursery system to reach that size before they
are bagged.

PLANNING A PLOT FOR BAG CULTURE

In-ground culture bags are made of V4 inch plastic mesh, a mesh size
that allows for good water flow through the bag but prevents large moon snails
from entering. Moon snails that are small enough to pass through the mesh are
too small to eat the clam seed,

The grower can fabricate the bags or purchase them already made.
Common bag size is 32 x 18 x 4 inches, which is based on the dimensions of a roll
of mesh netting, This heavy mesh comes in a 48-inch width, which is cut to form
a rectangle 48 x 40 inches. The netting is folded to form a bag with two open
ends. The edges can be closed with Tylon ties or sewn with nylon thread.

Bags are placed in shallow excavations on the beach and secured with
metal rods or rebar pins until the bags are silted firmly in place. Once the bags
have filled with enough sediment, the pins are removed.

Care must be taken to avoid placing bags in depressions that are too deep
or in areas of heavy siltation. If sediment covers the entire bag, access to food
and seawater will be reduced. On the other hand, if bags are not deep enough or
are set in areas of shifting substrate, the bags will become uncovered and wash
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away. Bags should protrude approximately 1 inch above the beach surface,
In the usual procedure, row culture, bags are placed about 2 feet apart in

rows that parallel the beach  Figure 18!. Spacing between rows depends on the
amount of area needed to access the bags during harvesting; a spacing of about 3
feet is usually sufficient. The bags are secured with rebar pins, which are re-
moved when enough silt has been deposited to hold down the bags. In a more
efficient method of row culture, bags can be placed end to end forming rows
parallel to the beach. Two or three feet between these rows is sufficient space to
access the bags. This method allows more bags on the beach, producing more
clams per acre. It is the method used in the cost comparison tables of the Eco-
nomics section.

Bags in Mats
As an alternative to row culture, bags can be placed together in groups,

called mats, with no space between adjacent bags  Figure 19!. Mats of bags are
anchored to the substrate by laying metal bars across the bags.

Mat culture has met with only limited success. Survival of clams is about
the same in mats as in rows, but clams in the bags at the outer edges of the matgrow faster than clams in the middle bags. I I

i

r

ee�

Figure i8. inbound bagsin rows. Bags recently laid are secured with metal bags; established bags are siltedin place.
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Figure 19. inbound bags placed in mats and heid down with a metal bar.

PLANTING DENSITY IN BAGS

The optimal planting density is approximately 500 � 700 clams per bag  D.
Rogers, unpublished!. This density range had the best combination of growth
and survival aker 17 months of grow-out  Table 5!, Growth was found to be
inversely proportional to the number of seed planted, while survival was high in
all bags regardless of density.

MAINTAINING A BAG CULTURE PLOT

Fouling can become a problem on the inside or outside of a bag if the bag
is not completely filled with sediment. Exterior fouling organisms can be scraped
off, while interior fouling organisms can be removed at harvest. When emptied,
bags can be easily cleaned for reuse.

On several beaches of southern Puget Sound, large numbers of sand
dollars  Dendraster excentricus! live in the lower intertidal zone. Their burrow-
ing activity may prevent bags from successfully settling into place. If sand
dollars prove to be a problem, it may be possible to dig a depression, rake away
the sand dollars, and reset the bag.
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Table 5. Survival of seed clams planted at different densitiesinin-ground bags after 1 7 months of grow-out.  From D. Rogers,
unpublished!

Averge total
weight  grams!

Average weight
per clam  grams!

Percent
survival

Clams
per bag

Average
survived

51 2,000 13.1300 153

65 3,750 11.5500 326

74 6,000 11.5700 520

60 4,525 9.4800 481

72 6,250900 652 9.6

700 70 6,0001,000 8.6

1,183 79 8,0001,500 6.8

HARVESTING BAGGED CLAMS

In-ground bag harvesting is done by hand at low tide. It is a laborious,
time-consuming process, A shovel can be used to lift one edge of a bag just
enough to break the suction. Each bag, which weighs around 55 pounds  com-
bined weight of clams and sediment!, is loosened from the depression by working
one end of the bag and then the other. Upon removal, bags are placed on the
beach just above their holes and a new bag with clam seed is placed into the
depression and secured with rebar pins or  if mat culture is practiced! with metal
rods, The incoming tide cleans the harvested bags and washes the released
sediment down to fill the newly planted bags.

The cleaned bags are emptied and the clams sorted, either directly on the
beach or in a processing plant. Areas with a natural set of Manila clams will
yield undersized clams in the bag at harvest; clams under 38 rnm �.5 inches!
should be replanted. Other bivalves and fouling organisms are discarded. Mar-
ket-size clams are placed in a sink float for several days to purge themselves of
sediment and are then sent to market.

Easier methods to harvest the bags could be developed, Possibilities
include harvesting from a boat during high tide, or using a winch. This could
significantly reduce labor costs of harvesting and increase the profits.
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IS BAG CULTURE FEASIBLE FOR YOU?

In-ground bag culture is an expensive and labor-intensive way to grow
clams. It is worth the grower's while to consider other methods first � predator
netting, for example. To determine whether in-ground bag culture is practical for
a given beach, a grower should make a preliminary evaluation before cominitting
time, money, and effort to a full-scale operation.

Different areas have varying amounts of primary productivity and may
not support the number of clams recommended in Table 5. If too many clams are
placed in each bag, overcrowding can result in slow growth or stunted cllns.
Bags should be filled with concentrations of 400, 600, and 800 seed clams per bag
to test for the optimal density at a given site, At yearly intervals until the clams
reach a harvestable size, the bags are dug out and the clams are measured and
counted, and then returned to the bags and replanted. This will determine the
planting density that achieves the best growth and survival for a particular site.



10. Substrate Modification

A beach that attracts and retains a population of wild Manila clams is a
boon to the grower, who will not have to buy  or will not have to buy as many!
expensive clam seed. If the beach lacks the natural features to accomplish this,
the grower may find it advantageous to make changes that encourage natural
recruitment. At some locations, for example, the use of predator netting aught
help to increase the density of wild Manila clams by slowing the water currents
and creating eddies that concentrate larvae and allow them to settle,

On a larger scale, the character of the beach can be altered to increase the
amount of clam habitat, providing areas to grow clams that were not previously
available. One of these enhancements is substrate modification.

Substrate modification involves placing gravel or a combination of gravel
and crushed oyster shell onto a mud or mud-sand beach to provide a substrate
that approaches the "ideal" substrate mentioned earlier: a stable, loosely packed
substrate consisting of gravel, sand, mud, and shell. Gravel stabilizes the sub-
strate and creates interstitial space for newly settled clams; it also protects clams
from predators  Belding 1930; Castagna and Kraeuter 1977; Kraeuter and
Castagna 1977; Flagg and Malouf 1988!. Crushed oyster shell is mixed with the
gravel to keep plots from compacting and to provide calcium carbonate, which
may improve natural recruitment  Taylor 1988, 1990!.

Because substrate modification alters existing habitat and may have an
iinpact on the environment  see Newman and Cook 1988; Thompson 1990!,
permits from WDF, the county planning department, and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers are required before starting. The permit process evaluates potential
impacts to all fauna and flora. Eelgrass communities and documented spawning
areas for herring are of particular concern. If such sites can be avoided at the
outset, the clam grower can prevent long delays and denial of requests for per-
mits.
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EVALUATING A SITE FOR MODIRCATlON

When considering a site for substrate modification, the grower must take
several factors into account.

Existing substrate � The best substrate for modification is composed of
a shallow  ankle deep! surface layer of so& mud or mud-sand over a firm layer of
sediment. On this type of surface the added material bonds and mixes with the
soft surface layer while it is supported by the firm layer of sediment beneath. On
softer  knee deep! substrates, the added material sinks, requiring too much
material to create a stable layer,

Recruitment potential � The potential for recruitment to the site under
consideration can be gauged by checking adjacent beaches. If Manila clams are
found, chances are good that larvae will be transported to the new site.

Tidal height � The tide level of the site should be determined to ensure
that it is within the appropriate range for Manila clam growth and survival.

Microalgae � Beaches with concentrations of macroalgae greater than
one or two layers thick should not be used. When covered by a layer of shell and
gravel, the algae will die and the decomposition will make the plot unsuitable for
juvenile clain recruitment and survival.

Slope � Beaches with slope gradients greater than 1% � 2% should not be
used for substrate modification due to the high probability of material displace-
ment. A 2% slope gradient is equivalent to a 2-foot change in height over a
distance of 100 feet.

Sedimentation � Highly sedimented sites should be avoided because
they would require annual layering of materials, which is not economical.
Beaches below areas of heavy upland runoff or adjacent to seasonal creeks might
be buried or eroded and should be avoided. Areas of high wave exposure are also
not suitable, because gravel and shell would be washed off the plot.

Experimenting with Substrate Modification
Growers who want to experiment with substrate modification should

construct test plots to look at natural recruitment, growth, and survival in
relation to substrate composition and layer depth. Plots that are 15 feet square
will provide reliable projections of future commercial production. Tests to per-
form are 100% gravel and 75:25 and 50:50 mixtures of gravel and crushed oyster
shell at layer thicknesses of 2, 4, and 6 inches. Each of these tests should be
replicated three times at similar tide levels to gain the best degree of statistical
interpretation for the results, As with any test, there should be a set of
unmodified  control! plots with which to compare the modified plots, The plots
should be monitored for one or two years.
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WHAT MATERIAL SHOULD YOU USE?

The best type of gravel to use for substrate modification is V4-3/4 inch in
diameter with rounded edges and a nonuniform shape  Newman and Cooke
1988; Thompson 1990!. Gravel of this size provides the proper amount of inter-
stitial space to retain the fine sediments that juvenile clams need. Angular
 sharp sided!, flat gravel tends to compact, eliminating any interstitial space; and
larger, cobble-size gravel has too much interstitial space to retain fine sediments.

Crushed oyster shell is obtained mainly from oyster growers. It is more
expensive than gravel and, since old shell is used as cultch to set oyster larvae, is
available only if the growers have a surplus. Before spreading, the shell should
be crushed to a diameter of V3 � V2 inch using a rock crusher. This size shell
spreads easily and is incorporated quickly into the substrate.

APPLYING THE SUBSTRATE

Several methods have been used for spreading substrate materials. All
the methods discussed here spread material from barges that can be floated over
the site at high tide. This method is preferred because it keeps the beach clear of
heavy equipment whose weight would kill benthic organisms and compact the
substrate,

To position a barge over the plot at high tide, the corners and sides of the
plot are marked with fir or cedar saplings cut to 15 � 20 ft lengths, Placing these
markers 20 � 25 ft apart divides the plot into subsections and helps to orient the
barge to specific locations on the plot. When the barge is in position, it is pushed
or pulled along as the material is spread.

Conunercial growers prefer to spray gravel from a small barge or power
scow  Figure 20! using a high-pressure fire hose  Taylor 1988!. This method is
particularly useful for spreading thin, even layers of gravel. Because the equip-
ment used with this technique cannot carry more than 100 square yards of
material, it may take several tides to cover one acre of ground. For spreading
larger quantities of material, up to 6,000 square yards, multiple fire hoses can be
used to spray material from a single large-capacity barge  Marwitz and Bryan
1990!.

The WDF has developed an automated hopper for spreading gravel and
shell  Figure 21!. The hopper is 25 ft wide and holds approximately 30 square
yards. It is mounted at the front end of the barge and filled by a front-end loader.
By adjusting the speed and the bottom opening of the hopper, a precise depth of
material can be applied to the substrate as the barge is pushed over the plot.
The width of the bottom opening of the hopper is controlled hydraulically. With
this technique, approximately 80 square yards of material can be spread over
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Figure 20. Gravel spread with high-pressure hoses!rom a barge.

Figure 2t. Automated hopper placed at the end of a barge. Saplings are used as plot markers.
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three acres in three days. A centrifugal spreader, similar to those mounted on
duxnp trucks for spreading gravel, may be equally effective for spreading gravel
and shell.

The WDF has also tried spreading substrate material from a barge by
using a dump bucket on a large crane, dropping the material from the bucket as
it swings over the plots  Figure 22!. This method is fast � it can spxead up to 500
square yards of material in less than two days � but it produces a substrate that
is too thick in some places, too thin in others; and for this reason it cannot be
recommended for laying down a substrate,

There is another reason not to use a dump bucket, When applying a
mixture of gravel and crushed oyster shell, the grower should make sure that the
two materials x'emain mixed. This is not possible when the mixture is dropped
from a dump bucket, Instead, the heavier gravel settles to the bottom first and
the lighter shell follows, covering the surface of the plot. When this happens, the
beneficial effect of using oyster shell is lost. The shell behaves like angular, flat
gravel; it compacts and eliminates interstitial space. Unable to dig into such a
substrate, the juvenile clams are more vulnerable to predation and freezing.

A dump bucket was used by WDF to construct test plots at Oakland Bay
in l989, and it is the probable cause for the poor survival of juvenile clams on the
xnixed graveVcrushed oyster shell substrate.

f-+
Figure 22. Gravel spreading with a crane and dump bucket
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Not a recommended method.
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How Much Is Enough?
On soft mud beaches a material depth of 4 inches or more is necessary to

provide substrate stability for clams as they grow and a firm base for the grower
to walk on. Commercial growers have found that adding thin layers of material,
about 1 � 2 inches per year, minimizes die-off of existing clams and other benthic
 bottom living! orgmusms, With limited die-off, the substrate and interstitial
water stay fresh and clean for optimal clam setting and growth, resulting in the
earliest possible clam production.

A major disadvantage of applying multiple thin layers of material is the
expense of moving equipment and material to and from the site. Therefore, a
grower who wants to develop a plot should determine how to achieve a good
substrate with the fewest possible layers � "good" in this case meaning thick
enough to provide an adequate base for the clams but thin enough to allow the
benthic organisms to survive. This can be determined with test plots.

Maintaining the Substrate
If a plot whose substrate has been modified were abandoned, silt and

sediment would eventually cover it and it would return to its original unproduc-
tive state. However, routine harvesting by hand digging should adequately turn
over the substrate and keep it free of excessive sedimentation. In areas of heavy
deposition, additional layers of shell and gravel may be needed to keep the plot
productive,

MANAGING AND HARVEST ON A MODIRED SUBSTRATE

Crop management techniques for gravel plots are essentially the same as
those employed on a natural beach. Standing crop is estimated as described in
Appendix G.

If natural recruitment is still not satisfactory after modifying the sub-
strate, clam seed and predator netting can be used to increase production. The
method for planting and spreading clam seed is presented in the section on
predator netting.


